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ABSTRACT:
We present a conceptual framework for the role of the
hippocampus and its afferent and efferent structures in rodent navigation.
Our proposal is compatible with the behavioral, neurophysiological,
anatomical, and neuropharmacological literature, and suggests a number
of practical experiments that could support or refute it.
We begin with a review of place cells and how the place code for an
environment might be aligned with sensory cues and updated by selfmotion information. The existence of place fields in the dark suggests that
location information is maintained by path integration, which requires an
internal representation of direction of motion. This leads to a consideration of the organization of the rodent head direction system, and thence
into a discussion of the computational structure and anatomical locus of
the path integrator.
If the place code is used in navigation, there must be a mechanism for
selecting an action based on this information. We review evidence that the
nucleus accumbens subserves this function. From there, we move to
interactions between the hippocampal system and the environment,
emphasizing mechanisms for learning novel environments and for aligning
the various subsystems upon re-entry into familiar environments. We
conclude with a discussion of the relationship between navigation and
declarative memory. Hippocampus 7:15–35, 1997.
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INTRODUCTION
In their 1978 book, The Hippocampus as a Cognitive Map, O’Keefe and
Nadel suggested that the rodent uses three mechanisms for spatial
reasoning: routes and guidances (which are together called taxon systems)
and cognitive maps (called the locale system). They suggested the hippocampus as the locus of the map used by the locale system. In this paper, we
explore the role the hippocampus and its afferent and efferent structures
might play in a complete locale navigation system.
Early work (Papez, 1937; Isaacson, 1974) suggested that the limbic
system, including the hippocampus, mediated the emotional state of the
animal. More recently, a number of alternative theories have been proposed,
including that the hippocampus serves as a comparator in a system that
identifies novel and unexpected occurrences (Gray, 1982), that it forms
associations among sets of spatially and temporally disparate cues (called

configural associations) (Sutherland and Rudy, 1989),
that it both compresses and differentiates representations
(Gluck and Myers, 1993; O’Reilly and McClelland,
1994), that it encodes an egocentric representation of
visible landmarks (McNaughton et al., 1989), or that it
stores a cognitive map (Tolman, 1948) for navigation
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978).
Early studies on humans with temporal lobe lesions,
such as that of HM (Scoville and Milner, 1957),
suggested that the hippocampal system may be involved
in declarative or episodic memory. However, the lesions in
these early studies were found to be very extensive,
including much more than just the hippocampus.
Recently, though, a number of researchers have suggested that the early data were correct in implicating the
hippocampus as playing a key role in a declarative or
episodic memory system (Squire and Zola-Morgan,
1988; Buzsaki, 1989; Eichenbaum et al., 1992; Cohen
and Eichenbaum, 1993; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1993;
McClelland et al., 1995). According to the declarative
memory theory, memories of events in time and space
(i.e. episodes) are consolidated by the hippocampal
formation but stored in cortex. See Cohen and Eichenbaum (1993) for a review.
In this paper, we start from the hypothesis that the
hippocampus serves as the nexus of a locale navigation
system. From this, we are able to explain data relating
systematic variations in cell firing rate to factors such as
location of the animal, direction of trajectory, environment, task, and stage of task. A cell tuned to all these
factors would be well-situated to encode an episode.
Although hippocampal studies have been performed
on rodents, rabbits, and both human- and non-human
primates, we will discuss only rodents. We do this for
simplicity, because we wish to talk about an entire
system, not just hippocampus, and because there is more
than adequate data on rodents.
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In (Touretzky and Redish, 1996), we presented a
systems-level model of rodent navigation that was
compatible with a wide variety of behavioral and
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FIGURE 1.
Systems-level model of rodent navigation originally presented in Touretzky and
Redish (1996).

neurophysiological results (see Fig. 1). We begin with a review of
the major points in this systems-level model. We then expand this
model to show the different computations performed by each
subsystem (Fig. 2) and refine this expanded systems-level model to
produce a conceptual framework that is also compatible with an
extensive literature of anatomical, neuropharmacological, and
lesion data (see Fig. 3).

The Original Model
The main claim of our model is that navigation can be
explained by an interaction between four different spatial representations: a representation of the animal’s relationship to local
landmarks in its environment called the local view (McNaughton,
1989), a metric representation of position that accomodates
vector arithmetic (the path integrator), a distributed representation
of position (the place code) that ties local views to path integrator
coordinates, and a representation of head direction. Additionally,
this model requires a goal subsystem that accomodates trajectory
planning, and a reference frame selection subsystem which allows the
animal to navigate in different environments.
These abstract subsystems should not be expected to be
anatomically localized; their functions are likely to be distributed
across several brain structures.
The local view of an environment is what can be seen from a
particular viewing position. The local view subsystem represents the
animal’s relationship to various visible landmarks. It should at a
minimum include representations of distance, bearing and type
for each landmark. With a sufficiently rich set of cues and no
pathological symmetries in the environment, each local view
describes a unique place.
The path integrator allows the animal to plan a trajectory back
to its starting location from any place in the environment without
using environmental cues. The information represented in the

path integrator (location relative to a reference point) can be used
to drive place cells in the dark (O’Keefe, 1976; McNaughton et
al., 1991; Muller et al., 1991a; Wan et al., 1994a; Wan et al.,
1994b; McNaughton et al., 1994a; McNaughton et al., 1996;
Touretzky and Redish, 1996).
The place code represents the location of an animal in an
environment. It is obviously realized by place cells in the
hippocampus (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; see Muller et al.,
1991a for a review). In (Touretzky and Redish, 1996; Redish and
Touretzky, 1996), we suggest that parallel relaxation1 can be used
to ensure that the population of place cells accurately encodes the
animal’s location in an environment. Wilson and McNaughton
(1993) have shown that location can be determined to within
1 cm from the activity of place cells in the hippocampus.
In order for path integration to be possible, the animal must
have a representation of its direction of motion. Cells that have a
unimodal tuning to head direction independent of location have
been recorded in several areas of the rat brain (Taube et al., 1990a;
Taube et al., 1990b; Chen, 1991; Mizumori and Williams, 1993;
Wiener, 1993; Chen et al., 1994a; Chen et al., 1994b; Blair and
Sharp, 1995a; Mizumori and Cooper, 1995; Knierim et al., 1995;
Taube, 1995). These head direction cells provide a sort of internal
compass.

Functional Expansion of the Model
The subsystems in the original model, presented in Figure 1,
each comprise a collection of functions. For example, the head
1Parallel relaxation in a neural network is a process where the
active units simultaneously apply constraints to each other and
adjust their activity levels until the system as a whole settles into a
locally optimum state in which as many constraints as possible are
satisfied.
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FIGURE 2.
Expansion of the framework presented in Figure 1, showing the computations
performed by each subsystem.

direction subsystem necessarily includes mechanisms for updating
the representation from visual cues (both local and distal landmarks) as well as from vestibular and other self motion cues.
Similarly, the path integrator subsystem includes mechanisms for
updating the current representation of position from self-motion
cues, and for carrying information about the location of the
animal to the goal subsystem. In addition, the path integrator’s
spatial representation may help to shape the place code, i.e., in a
coherent place code all currently active place cells should have place
fields with similar path integrator coordinates.
Figure 2 shows the functional expansion of the model. The
subsystems are shown in grey with the functions they encompass
marked. The connections included in Figure 1 are marked by
heavy lines in Figure 2. Each of the functions presented in
Figure 2 should be expected to be handled by a different
anatomical system consisting of a few interacting brain structures.

The Full Conceptual Framework
The expanded framework in Figure 2 is still at the level of
abstract functional boxes that must somehow be realized by brain
structures. We now proceed to delineate those structures and how

they accomplish their respective tasks. In addition, the framework
presented has implications for how the system as a whole interacts
with the environment.
We begin with a summary of the key hypotheses. We are not
the first to suggest some of these (citations are given in each
section), but we demonstrate that they 1) are consistent with the
available data, 2) are compatible with each other, and 3) make
explicit predictions that can be tested with current technologies.
Place code. The place code, realized by place cells in the
superficial layers of entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus
proper (including both CA3 and CA1), serves to associate
path integrator coordinates with local view information.
Sensory cues: Local view. Local view information enters the
place code via the deep layers of entorhinal cortex.
Idiothetic cues: Path integration. Path integration in the
rodent is accomplished via a loop including the hippocampus proper, the subiculum, the parasubiculum, and the
superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex. Self-motion cues
may enter the system from posterior cingulate cortex.
Head direction. Current head direction is maintained in
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FIGURE 3.
Anatomical realization of our conceptual framework. Not all connections are shown. EC, entorhinal cortex; DG,
dentate gyrus; LDN, lateral dorsal nucleus of thalamus; ATN,
anterior thalamic nuclei; Rdg, dysgranular retrosplenial cortex;
Rga/b, granular retrosplenial cortex; N. Accumb., nucleus accumbens; MB, mammillary bodies. Together Rdg and Rga/b constitute
the posterior cingulate cortex. Subiculum projects to postsubiculum
(marked by a). Local view (LV) is realized by inputs from high-level

sensory cortices and the deep layers of entorhinal cortex. The place
code (PC) is realized by sup-EC and the hippocampus proper. The
path integrator (PI) is realized by a loop including hippocampus,
subiculum, parasubiculum, and sup-EC. The head direction system
(HD) is realized by interactions among PoS, LDN, and ATN. The
goal subsystem (Goal) is realized by the nucleus accumbens. Alignment occurs through the subiculum.

excitatory cells in the postsubiculum and updated via a loop
including the anterior thalamic nuclei. Information relating
to the direction of distal cues may enter the system via the
lateral dorsal nucleus of the thalamus. As with path integration, self-motion cues may enter the system via posterior
cingulate cortex.
Reference frames. Rodents represent their position within a
coordinate system that is goal or task dependent. Only a
single reference frame may be active at any one time, but an
animal must still be able to relate two reference frames in
order to transition from one environment to another.
Reference frame selection and separation may require cholinergic input from the septal nuclei.
Goal subsystem. The nucleus accumbens maintains an association between locations, goals, and actions. Information
about the location of the animal is carried to the accumbens
from the hippocampal formation via the fornix.
Novel environments. Upon entering an environment, an
animal must decide whether it is novel or familiar. This is
accomplished by a combination of pattern separation in
dentate gyrus and pattern completion in CA3. Cholinergic
inputs from the septal nuclei may also play a role.
Familiar environments. If an environment is familiar, the
component subsystems described above must each represent
a single value (e.g. the animal cannot be oriented in two
directions at once), and they must also be aligned with each

other. We offer possible mechanisms to ensure that the
system works as an integrated whole, and suggest that the
subiculum mediates this alignment function.
The full model is shown in Figure 3. We now proceed to detail
each of these subsystems and compare our hypotheses with the
data.

PLACE CELLS
For spatial tasks, the first-order correlate of spikes fired by CA3
and CA1 cells in hippocampus is the location of the rat: each cell
fires when the animal is in a specific place (called the place field of
the cell, O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971, see Muller et al., 1991a
for a review). The place fields of place cells are generally compact
(having only one peak) and continuous.2 The ensemble activity of
2Place cells do occasionally show multiple place fields. However,
the number of cells with subfields is highest when recorded with a
single-wire electrode, and diminishes when recorded with a
stereotrode (McNaughton et al., 1983b) or a tetrode (Leonard and
McNaughton, 1990; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). This implies that many (though clearly not all) of the multiple fields seen
are really multiple place cells (Leonard and McNaughton, 1990).
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a population of place cells encodes the rat’s location in the arena
(Wilson and McNaughton, 1993).
Approximately 15% of hippocampal pyramidal cells identified
during slow wave sleep show place fields in any given environment
(Thompson and Best, 1989). When tested in two distinct
environments, many cells will show fields in only one environment, and when a cell exhibits fields in both, the locations of the
two fields will be uncorrelated (Kubie and Ranck, 1983; Muller
and Kubie, 1987; O’Keefe and Speakman, 1987; Thompson and
Best, 1989). The number of place cells found to have fields in
more than one environment is consistent with the hypothesis that
the active subset is chosen randomly from the population, and
that each environment’s active subset is chosen independently
(Thompson and Best, 1989).
Although originally reported in CA3 and CA1, place cells have
also been found in the superior layers of entorhinal cortex (Quirk
et al., 1992), the dentate gyrus (Jung and McNaughton, 1993),
the subiculum (Sharp and Green, 1994; Sharp, 1995), and the
parasubiculum (Taube, 1996).

Formation of Place Codes
We have hypothesized that an important role of the place code
is the association of sensory with idiothetic cues (Wan et al.,
1994b). Once this association has been established, a rat can
correct for path integrator drift by retrieving the coordinates
associated with its current local view (Wan et al., 1994b;
Touretzky and Redish, 1996). But how is this association to be
made? If the path integrator drifts as the animal explores an
environment, an incorrect association will be stored in the place
representation. We have seen that gerbils exploring a novel
environment regularly return to their entry point (unpublished
observations). We surmise that in novel environments, animals
correct for drift by realigning their path integrator at certain
distinguished locations (see discussion of Familiar Environments,
below) where the correct association between coordinates and
local view has already been made.
This leads us to consider how hippocampal place fields develop.
Although they can be seen the first time the animal enters an
environment (Hill, 1978), place fields in an unexplored environment are neither as reliable nor as accurate as in a well-explored
environment (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). Austin et al.
(1993) found that the sizes of place fields decreased with
experience in an arena, and that directional selectivity increased.
Wilson and McNaughton (1993) report that over a 20 minute
recording session in a novel environment, the number of cells
showing place fields increased by approximately 50%, and the
accuracy and reliability of the fields also increased. This implies
that the place representation is partly hard-wired and partly
learned, and that the learning occurs quickly (over the course of
tens of minutes). As suggested by Sharp (1991), this is consistent
with a competitive learning mechanism (Grossberg, 1976; Kohonen, 1984; Rumelhart and Zipser, 1986) operating on local view
information. But the learning process must also be taking note of
the path integrator coordinate representation.
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SENSORY CUES: LOCAL VIEW
Place cells are sensitive to visual cues (see Muller et al., 1991a,
for a review). When distal cues, such as wall hangings, are moved
around the room, place fields tend to rotate around the center of
the arena with them (O’Keefe and Conway, 1978). Similarly,
place cells have been shown to be sensitive to translations of local
cues, such as objects moved around the arena (Gothard et al.,
1994).
In addition, place cells are sensitive to local surface orientation:
Muller et al. (1987) report cells with place fields along the wall of a
cylindrical arena. The interior edges of these fields are concave, i.e.
the fields ‘‘hug’’ the arena wall. One possible explanation is that
these cells are sensitive to the surface orientation of the wall. An
alternative hypothesis is that they are tuned to distal landmarks
such that the center of the place field is external to the maze and
only a small edge of the place field is accessible to the animal. But
this alternative mechanism cannot generate place fields with
concave sides opposite the wall, only convex. In order to generate
concave sides, place cells must be tuned to surfaces. Since there are
also place fields with convex sides, cells must differ in the types of
cues they respond to, some cells must be tuned to point-type and
some to surface-type landmarks.
Other manipulations of the local surface orientation have been
explored. Muller and Kubie (1987) found that when a barrier was
added to the cylinder, the firing rates of nine of 10 cells whose
fields intersected the barrier diminished. The remaining cell
increased its firing rate. Substituting a transparent barrier didn’t
affect the results. If only the base was put into the place field, there
was no effect on firing rate. Barriers outside the place field also had
no effect. This suggests that place cells are tuned to local surface
orientation only, i.e., they are not sensitive to orientations of
distant surfaces.
When place cells are recorded in two environments, a rectangular and a cylindrical arena, such that both should produce similar
visual sensations (same distal landmarks, both with a white cue
card covering 90–1007 of arc), most place cells that have a field in
one arena don’t have a field in the other (Muller and Kubie, 1987).
Those cells that do have fields in both have very different fields in
each. Again, this suggests that place cells are sensitive to the local
surface orientation. Interestingly, neither subicular nor entorhinal
place cells are sensitive to this environmental change (Quirk et al.,
1992; Sharp, 1995). It is not known whether subicular or
entorhinal place cells are sensitive to barriers in their place fields.
Behavioral experiments have also shown that rodents are more
sensitive to the geometry of the arena and surrounding cues than
to non-geometric information (Gallistel, 1990). Cheng (1986)
tried to train rats to choose one corner of a rectangular environment that had unique sensory cues (odor, surface texture, number
of lighted pinholes) at each corner. He disoriented the rats before
each trial, and found that the rats were only able to distinguish the
correct corner and its opposite from the other two. Both the
correct corner and its opposite were formed by a long wall on the
left and a shorter wall on the right (or vice versa for some animals),
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a purely geometric property. The rats were unable to distinguish
the correct corner from the one diagonally opposite, even though
the two had markedly different non-geometric properties.
All of this implies that the hippocampus should receive input
from high-level sensory cortices, which it does: dentate gyrus,
CA3 and CA1 receive glutamatergic input from the superficial
layers of the entorhinal cortex. Entorhinal cortex in the rat is
divided into six layers which are traditionally understood in terms
of superficial layers (I–III, sup-EC) and deep layers (IV–VI,
deep-EC) (Kohler, 1986; Kohler, 1988; Jones, 1993; Witter,
1993). The deep layers of EC receive highly processed input from
sensory and association areas (Kohler, 1986; Kohler, 1988).
Deep-EC then projects to sup-EC and thence into the hippocampus via the perforant path. See (Amaral, 1993; Jones, 1993;
Witter, 1993) for reviews. We therefore suggest that the local view
subsystem in Figure 2 is realized by cells in the deep layers of EC
(Fig. 3).
As shown in Figure 2, the local view must receive information
about the current head direction. Deep-EC receives afferents from
the postsubiculum (van Groen and Wyss, 1990) which we will
show represents the current head direction (see Representations of
Head Direction, below).
There are broadly tuned place cells in entorhinal cortex, but
they are only found in the superficial layers (Quirk et al., 1992).
The perforant path arises from cells in layers II (synapsing on DG
and CA3) and III (synapsing on CA3, CA1, and subiculum)
(Kohler, 1986; Kohler, 1988; Amaral, 1993; Jones, 1993; Witter,
1993). The connections from CA1 and subiculum to EC return to
deep-EC (Amaral, 1993; Jones, 1993); the connection from
deep-EC to sup-EC completes the loop (Kohler, 1986; Kohler,
1988). See Figure 3. Place fields in sup-EC are larger and more
diffuse than those in CA3 and CA1, but they are true place fields,
in that they are compact, continuous fields with centers that do
not change from session to session (Quirk et al., 1992).
This suggests that place cells in sup-EC are not part of the local
view subsystem, but are part of the place code instead. This means
that they should receive input from the path integrator; we will
show below that they do (see Anatomy of the Path Integrator). It
also makes predictions about their activity (for example, that
sup-EC place cells should be active in the dark); our predictions
are summarized at the end (see Discussion).
An interesting question is whether deep-EC cells will continue
to be active in the dark. Although our theory is compatible with
this result (cells in deep-EC could be driven by local view
information reconstructed from the place code), if deep-EC is
found not to be active in the dark, that would be strong evidence
that it is part of a local view system.
The neural level representation of complex visual scenes is
poorly understood at present, so it is not clear what the activity of
deep-EC cells should look like. We can predict, however, that the
activity of deep-EC cells will be correlated to information about
the local view, that is to distance, bearing, and type of local
landmarks.
Quirk et al. (1992) only recorded from four cells in deep-EC,
but found that these cells had a lower average spatial coherence (a
measure of the compactness of the place field) than sup-EC cells.

However, Mizumori et al. (1992) report that deep-EC cells do
show place fields with similar place specificities (a different
measure of the compactness of the place field) to sup-EC cells.
Barnes et al. (1990) also found place cells in EC but made no
distinction between cells in superior and deep layers. We believe
that more experiments are needed before anything can be
concluded about the deep layers of EC.

IDIOTHETIC CUES: PATH INTEGRATION
Path integration implies the ability to return directly to a
starting point from any location, even in the dark or after a long
circuitous route (see Gallistel, 1990, and Maurer and Seguinot,
1995, for reviews). This ability has been shown in gerbils
(Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt, 1980), hamsters (Etienne, 1987;
Etienne, 1992), house mice (Alyan and Jander, 1994), and insects
(Wehner and Srinivasan, 1981), as well as dogs, cats, and humans
(Beritashvili, 1965).3
A number of researchers have suggested that place cell firing in
the absence of cues may be the result of path integration (O’Keefe,
1976; McNaughton et al., 1991; Muller et al., 1991a; McNaughton et al., 1994a; Wan et al., 1994b; McNaughton et al., 1996;
Touretzky and Redish, 1996). In direct support of this hypothesis,
Sharp et al. (1995) report that place cells are sensitive to vestibular
and visual motion cues.
It has long been known that place fields persist when prominent
visual cues are removed (Muller and Kubie, 1987; O’Keefe and
Speakman, 1987; Leonard and McNaughton, 1990) or when the
animal navigates in the dark (McNaughton et al., 1989; Quirk et
al., 1990; Markus et al., 1994). In a circular or radial maze, place
fields may be rotated around the center of the arena by a random
amount in the absence of light, but remain the same distance from
the wall as in the normal, lighted condition (Muller and Kubie,
1987; McNaughton et al., 1989; Quirk et al., 1990). This implies
that the cells are not still being driven by non-visual cues; if they
were, then the fields would not move at all. It also implies that the
animals are not treating the dark environment as a new environment; if they were, then place fields should move to new,
unrelated locations.
The path integration subsystem in Figure 2 includes, in
addition to a mechanism for updating current position, a mechanism for maintaining coherency of the place code. This latter
component will be addressed below (see Familiar Environments).

3Although

we know of no experiments specifically examining path
integration in rats, data from Carr and Watson showing that rats
could navigate a Hampton-Court maze without ever touching the
walls (Watson, 1907), that even sensory-deprived rats could learn
to navigate the maze (Watson, 1907; Carr, 1917), and that
well-trained rats run into walls when the lengths of the corridors
are shortened (Carr and Watson, 1908) imply that these rats may
be using path integration to solve the maze task.
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In order for an animal to add a motor action vector to the
vector stored in the path integrator, it must know in what
direction it is moving. Cells with firing rates reflecting head
direction (HD) have been discovered in a number of structures in
the rodent brain: postsubiculum (PoS: Taube et al., 1990a),
anterior thalamic nuclei (ATN: McNaughton et al., 1994a;
Knierim et al., 1995; Taube, 1995), the lateral dorsal nucleus of

the thalamus (LDN: Mizumori and Williams, 1993) and to a
lesser extent, parietal and cingulate cortex (Chen et al., 1994b;
Chen et al., 1994a) and striatum (Wiener, 1993). When multiple
head direction cells have been recorded simultaneously, the
difference between their preferred directions is a constant across all
environments tested (Taube et al., 1990b; Goodridge and Taube,
1995). We can therefore talk about the precession of the head
direction code as a whole.
If an environment is familiar, the place code will be similar to
that on previous encounters. Since the place code is influenced by
the path integrator, it too must be aligned with previous
encounters with that environment. We should therefore expect
head direction cells to be sensitive to the same directional cues of
various types that place cells are. Head direction cells are in fact
sensitive to directional cues (ATN: Goodridge and Taube, 1995;
Knierim et al., 1995; PoS: Taube et al., 1990b; Goodridge and
Taube, 1995; LDN: Mizumori and Williams, 1993; parietal and
cingulate cortex: Chen et al., 1994b; Chen et al., 1994a). Blair
and Sharp (1995b) have shown that head direction cells in ATN
are influenced by both vestibular and visual motion cues (like
place cells, above). When head direction cells and place cells are
recorded simultaneously, they have been found to rotate in
correspondence (McNaughton et al., 1994a; Knierim et al.,
1995).
There are differences between the various head direction areas
which we can use to narrow down the possible roles cells in each
area might play. Although ATN and PoS HD cells are sensitive to
rotation of a cue card (Goodridge and Taube, 1995; Taube et al.,
1990b), they do not require visual input to show a strong
directional signal. If a rat is brought into a maze in the dark, the
head direction is carried over from its previous environment, most
likely by vestibular input, but probably also by motor efferent
information if available (Goodridge and Taube, 1995). Although
the two populations seem similar, Blair and Sharp (1995a) and
Taube and Muller (1995) have recently shown a difference
between them: ATN cell activity is best correlated not with
current head direction, but with head direction approximately
20–40 msec in the future. PoS head direction cells, on the other
hand, are best correlated with the animal’s current (or recent5)
head direction.
ATN and PoS are interconnected (van Groen and Wyss, 1990).
Lesions to ATN cause a disruption of directional selectivity in the
PoS head direction population (Goodridge and Taube, 1994). The
reverse does not appear to be true, which suggests that ATN may
be the source of the PoS head direction signal (Taube and Muller,
1995). Although LDN is interconnected with PoS (van Groen
and Wyss, 1990), lesions to LDN do not disrupt directional
selectivity in PoS head direction cells (Golob and Taube, 1994).

4Because errors in the path integrator can be corrected from local
view information via the association stored in the place code (Wan
et al., 1994a; Tourtezky and Redish, 1996), there may be some
systematic error in the path integrator which is corrected in the
light. Maurer and Seguinot (1995) review data showing that
systematic errors in path integration do exist for a variety of
species.

5Both Blair and Sharp (1995a) and Taube and Muller (1995) report
an optimal correlation of ATN activity with future head direction
and PoS activity with current head direction, but Blair and Sharp
(personal communication) have recently revised their estimates,
suggesting that although ATN activity still anticipates future head
direction (by 24 msec), PoS activity may lag the current head
direction (by 13 msec).

Models of Path Integration
A number of mechanisms have been proposed to underlie the
path integration ability of rodents. These include table lookup
(McNaughton and Nadel, 1990), linear associators (McNaughton
et al., 1991; McNaughton et al., 1994a), vector addition (Touretzky et al., 1993; Wan et al., 1994b; Touretzky and Redish, 1996),
and 2D attractor networks (Samsonovich and McNaughton,
1995; McNaughton et al., 1996).
According to the lookup table theory, representations of all
possible locations are combined with representations of all
possible actions in an associative memory. When the animal
performs some action, the new position is found by looking up
the current position and the action in the associative memory. The
linear associator theory is a continuous version of the same idea; it
interpolates between stored values to provide a more accurate
result. No realistic simulations of these mechanisms for path
integration have been reported.
The vector addition hypothesis suggests that the animal
maintains a vector to its current location from the origin of the
coordinate system, and updates this representation by adding in a
motor action vector every time it takes a step. Mittelstaedt (1983)
and Gallistel (1990) have both pointed out that for reasons of
numerical stability, path integration should be done in a Cartesian
coordinate system. With polar coordinates, position error grows
exponentially as motion vectors are calculated and added. We have
proposed (Touretzky et al., 1993; Redish and Touretzky, 1994) a
neurally plausible mechanism for vector arithmetic based on the
population vector (Georgopoulos et al., 1983) which is not strictly
Cartesian or polar, but in which the error grows linearly.4
The 2D attractor model of path integration uses a ‘‘hill of
activation’’ that moves over a two-dimensional array of units. The
location of the peak indicates the animal’s present position. This
style of representation raises questions about edge effects and
increasing coarseness of representation with distance from the
origin of the coordinate system which we won’t explore here. Its
prime advantages are architectural simplicity and neural plausibility.

Representations of Head Direction
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There are no published data on how LDN lesions affect ATN
cells.
Although head direction cells in LDN are not sensitive to
movement of single cues, they are dependent on visual input. If
the rat is placed into the arena in the dark, the cells do not show a
strong head direction signal (Mizumori and Williams, 1993).
After a 30-second exposure to light, 47% of the head direction
cells showed direction-selective firing, and after 60 seconds, all of
them did. If the lights are turned off after the rat has been exposed
to the maze in the light, the directional firing persists, but begins
to drift after 2 to 3 minutes (Mizumori and Williams, 1993).
The parietal cortex (also known as area 7 of Krieg, 1946, and
Oc2M of Zilles, 1985) is tightly coupled to the LDN; the
posterior cingulate cortex (also known as retrosplenial cortex,
areas Rdg and Rga/b in Figure 3) is tightly coupled to the
postsubiculum and other parts of the subicular complex (pre- and
parasubiculum) (van Groen and Wyss, 1990; Wyss and van
Groen, 1992) as well as the anterior thalamic nuclei (Vogt, 1985;
Wyss and van Groen, 1992). Although there are also head
direction cells in the both the parietal and posterior cingulate
cortices of the rat (Chen et al., 1994b), there were some
differences between these cortical head direction cells and the
LDN, ATN and PoS head direction cells described above.
Head direction cells in the parietal and posterior cingulate
cortices tended to show a broader tuning to direction than the
triangular function described above (Chen, 1991; Chen et al.,
1994a; Chen et al., 1994b). Additionally, head direction cells in
parietal cortex showed a strong modulation by motion behavior
(Chen et al., 1994a). HD cells in granular retrosplenial cortex did
not show the strong behavioral modulation of parietal HD cells,
but some cells in the dysgranular retrosplenial cortex did show
some behavioral modulation (Chen et al., 1994a).
Most importantly, however, head direction cells in the parietal
and posterior cingulate cortices did not show the clean sensitivity
to distal cues reported for ATN and PoS head direction cells.
(However, Chen et al. used large cardboard panels at the ends of
four of the arms of the radial maze, while the ATN and PoS
studies used a cue card in a cylindrical arena.) Nonetheless, some
cells (24%) did rotate with the cues, but most (61%) did not. And
some cells (15%) showed tunings to head direction that had
multiple peaks during cue-manipulation tasks, that is, they did
not show the compact tuning to a single head direction that ATN
and PoS cells do. Finally, the proportion of head direction cells in
parietal cortex (3%) and posterior cingulate cortex (8%) reported
by Chen et al. (1994b) is significantly lower than for ATN (56%:
Taube, 1995), PoS (26%: Taube et al., 1990a), and LDN (51%:
Mizumori and Williams, 1993).
Cells correlated with head direction have also been found in
striatum (Wiener, 1993), but in the task used to study striatal
head direction cells, a number of other factors such as approach to
a corner of the rectangular arena are correlated with head
direction. Any of these factors could also be driving head direction
sensitivity. The fact that the directional preferences of these cells
rotated with rotation of the arena and were independent of
extra-maze room cues and a light which did not rotate with the
arena (Wiener, 1993) suggest that these cells are tuned to
intra-maze cues. In this task, cells that are peaked to approach of a

stimulus (such as a specific corner) will appear as head direction
cells. Additionally, only three of 30 cells were classified as head
direction cells (Wiener, 1993). Wiener classified eight of these 30
as place cells and six as tuned to behavioral sequences. When
Mizumori and Cooper (1995) recorded from striatal head direction cells on the eight-arm radial maze, they found that the head
direction sensitivity was not consistent in the dark. Some striatal
cells changed their preferred directions suddenly and drastically
within a single trial. This has never been observed in the extensive
work done on PoS, ATN, or LDN reviewed above.
Striatum is more likely to be implicated in taxon navigation6
(Potegal, 1982; Abraham et al., 1983; Packard et al., 1991). In the
Morris water maze (Morris, 1981), striatal lesions disrupt navigation to cued platforms (such as visible platforms or platforms with
a large black card marking the quadrant), not hidden platforms
(McDonald and White, 1994), while postsubiculum lesions
disrupt navigation to hidden platforms (Taube et al., 1992). In a
plus-maze, hippocampal lesions disrupt place learning, while
caudate lesions disrupt response learning (Packard and McGaugh,
1992).
The head direction populations reviewed above are consistent
with a hypothesis that 1) PoS head direction cells encode the
current head direction and are updated via a loop including ATN
(as suggested by Blair and Sharp, 1995a), 2) that LDN cells carry
visual input into the system derived, presumably, from distal
landmarks, and 3) that parietal and posterior cingulate cortex
carry idiothetic information into the system (similar to a suggestion by Chen et al., 1994b). In terms of the components of the
head direction subsystem in Figure 2, the representation of current
head direction is realized by cells in Postsubiculum while update
from visual cues is realized by LDN and update from vestibular cues
by ATN.
This hypothesis predicts that lesions to the LDN should impair
PoS and ATN sensitivity to distal landmarks and that parietal and
posterior cingulate cortex lesions should disrupt the ATN and PoS
sensitivity to self-motion cues. Additionally, examining whether
head direction cells in parietal and posterior cingulate cortex and
in LDN are tuned to current or future head direction (as Blair and
Sharp, 1995a, and Taube and Muller, 1995, have done for ATN
and PoS) should be very interesting.

Anatomy of the Path Integrator
We made a lengthy diversion into the head direction system
because the path integrator requires direction of motion information (closely correlated to head direction) in order to update the
vector representing the animal’s location.7 We now consider the

6Taxon

navigation is defined by O’Keefe and Nadel (1978) as
including both routes and guidances. It can be implemented by
stimulus-response mechanisms using cues from single landmarks.
7Although head direction is correlated with direction of motion,
animals can obviously travel in directions they are not facing. It is
not clear how the path integration system handles motion in a
different direction than the animal’s heading. One possibility is
that there is an override mechanism which updates the path
integrator correctly; alternatively, the path integrator might produce incorrect results.
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question of where path integration might be accomplished in the
rodent brain. The regions that implement this function must
collectively satisfy the following requirements: 1) receive input
from the head direction system; 2) send output to an area
associated with the place code; 3) show activity patterns correlated
with the position of the animal, 4) receive information about
self-motion from the motor and vestibular systems; and 5) update
the position representation using self-motion cues.
McNaughton and Nadel (1990) and McNaughton et al. (1996)
suggest that the key to a rodent’s ability to path integrate lies in the
hippocampus. The place cell representation in hippocampus
forms a basis set (such as used in Pouget and Sejnowski, 1995),
and so any function of location can be approximated by a linear
combination of place cell activities. This includes the position
update function computed by a path integrator. However, because
each environment is represented by a different active subset of
place cells (Thompson and Best, 1989), the weights to synthesize
an update function from a linear combination of active place units
would have to be learned separately for each environment.
Sharp (1995) suggests the subiculum as the locus of the path
integrator because subicular place cells show similar place fields
across different environments. This suggests that the subiculum
can meet criterion 5: because each environment is represented by
the same subset of place cells, only one update function has to be
learned for all environments. The subiculum also meets criterion 1:
Sharp and Green (1994) report that subicular cells show a
directional signal. And it meets criterion 3: the activity of
subicular cells constitutes a representation of position in the
environment. However, the subiculum does not send output
directly to the place code; its output is to deep, not superficial
entorhinal cortex (Kohler, 1986; Kohler, 1988). Nor does the
subiculum receive input from the motor system, though it does
receive input from hippocampus, and hippocampal cells are
sensitive to vestibular inputs (Sharp, 1995).
We suggest that path integration is accomplished by a loop
composed of the hippocampus, the subiculum, the parasubiculum, and the superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex. Taube
(1996) reports place cells in the parasubiculum. However, only
10% of the cells fit the characteristics of place cells and there were
some statistically significant differences between parasubicular and
hippocampal place cells. Parasubicular cells have larger place fields
and carry less information per spike8 than hippocampal cells, but
like hippocampal place cells, they are sensitive to rotation of
sensory cues, such as a cue card taped to the wall of the arena. It is
not known whether parasubicular cells are sensitive to different
environments or to surfaces (as hippocampal cells are, but
subicular and entorhinal cells are not; see above). It is not clear yet
whether these findings support the hypothesis that the parasubiculum is part of the path integrator, but they do suggest that it is part
of the navigation system.
The parasubiculum also sends output directly into the superior
layers of the entorhinal cortex, bypassing the deep layers (Kohler,
1986; Kohler, 1988; van Groen and Wyss, 1990; Wyss and van
Groen, 1992). If the path integrator does involve the parasubicu-

8See

(Skaggs et al., 1993) for measurement methodology.
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lum, then path integration information should have entered the
hippocampal place code as early as sup-EC. This is compatible
with our previous suggestion that sup-EC place cells should be
understood to be part of the place code (see above, Sensory Cues:
Local View).
This hypothesis leads to three predictions. First, place cells in
parasubiculum should not be sensitive to environment (similar to
sup-EC and subicular place cells). Second, place cells recorded
from sup-EC, parasubiculum, and subiculum should all continue
to show place fields in the dark just as CA3 and CA1 place cells
do. EC cells are not sensitive to cue card removal (Quirk et al.,
1992), but no experiments have been reported examining EC,
parasubicular, or subicular cell activity in the absence of visual
input. Third, lesions to subiculum or parasubiculum should
disrupt place cell firing in the dark.
A study by Miller and Best (1980) recording from place cells
with EC lesions would seem to disprove this hypothesis because
even with bilateral EC lesions, place cells were still present in
hippocampus. This would seem to imply that the place cells in
hippocampus can show place fields even without EC (which
would support the hippocampus as path integrator theory above),
but almost half of the cells recorded from the lesioned animals
were not place cells (compared with 100% place cells in control
animals). In addition, the place cells that were intact were not
sensitive to distal cues, only to local ones.
It is not clear what local cues were being used by the rats in the
Miller and Best study. Even if the hippocampus serves as the path
integrator, in order for the place cells to be consistent across
sessions, the rats must have re-initialized their place code upon
re-entry into the environment (see below, Familiar Environments). With no sensory cues entering from entorhinal cortex, the
animals could not have aligned their place code. We are not
qualified to judge the completeness of the lesions made by Miller
and Best, but suggest that the most likely explanation is a partial
sparing of EC.
Mizumori et al. (1992) inactivated the septal regions with
tetracaine and found that the average place specificity of sup-EC
cells decreased significantly during the inactivation, but that the
average place specificity of deep-EC cells was unchanged. Mizumori et al. also found that CA1 place fields were mostly
unchanged. This would seem to support the hippocampus as path
integrator theory, but in actuality, it only supports the suggestion
that the hippocampus can ‘‘clean up’’ the signal from sup-EC,
compatible with the suggestions of Marr (1969), McNaughton
and Morris (1987), and Rolls (1989). See below, Novel Environments.
The posterior cingulate cortex, also called retrosplenial cortex
(areas Rdg and Rga/b in Figure 3), may also play a role in path
integration. Postsubiculum, a major component of the head
direction system, is interconnected with the posterior cingulate
cortex (van Groen and Wyss, 1990; Wyss and van Groen, 1992).
And neurons sensitive to direction of motion, speed, and turning
angle are present in posterior parietal cortex (McNaughton et al.,
1994b; Chen et al., 1994b) which is reciprocally connected to
posterior cingulate cortex (Chen et al., 1994a; Chen et al.,
1994b).
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Posterior cingulate lesions disrupt learning in the Morris water
maze (Sutherland et al., 1988; Sutherland and Rodriguez, 1990),
but these results are based on aspiration lesions, and it has been
suggested (Neave et al., 1994) that the spatial impairments are
from damage to the cingulum bundle, a fiber tract connecting the
anterior thalamic nuclei and the hippocampal formation but
passing through cingulate cortex. It is not known whether lesions
that spare fibers-of-passage will also disrupt learning in the Morris
water maze, but cytotoxic lesions that spared the cingulum bundle
did not produce impairments in other spatial tasks (Neave et al.,
1994). Sutherland and Hoesing (1993) report data suggesting that
cingulate cortex is as crucial as hippocampus for navigation: they
show that unilateral hippocampal lesions paired with oppositehemisphere unilateral posterior cingulate lesions are as devastating
as bilateral hippocampal or bilateral cingulate lesions.
We have suggested that path integration in the rodent is
accomplished by a loop including the hippocampus, the subiculum, the parasubiculum, and the superior layers of the entorhinal
cortex. This hypothesis meets all five of our criteria: 1) The
parasubiculum receives input from the postsubiculum, which
represents the current head direction. 2) The place code is in the
hippocampus and is therefore incorporated into the path integration mechanism. 3) The place-like cells in all four major structures
can represent the position of the animal. 4) Information about the
motion of the animal can enter the system from the parietal and
cingulate cortices, via their projections to the parasubiculum. 5)
As suggested by Sharp (1995), Samsonovich and McNaughton
(1995), and McNaughton et al. (1996), place-like cells can update
their position using 2D attractor representations given sufficient
offset connections.
This hypothesis makes a number of predictions. For example,
lesions to any of these structures should produce path integration
deficits. It also means that there should be representations of the
rodent’s location in each of these structures and that these
representations must be valid even in the absence of visual cues, as
in the dark.

REFERENCE FRAMES
In this section we review data on place code changes that occur
not only across environments, but across tasks within an environment and stages within a task. We suggest that rodents represent
their position within reference frames that are goal or task
dependent, and that is why different tasks or stages of a task are
represented using different place codes. A reference frame has
three components. A reference point that serves as the origin for
path integration, and a canonical orientation with respect to which
heading is encoded by the head direction system, together define a
coordinate system. Third, a mental set derived from the goals or
activities associated with this coordinate system labels the reference frame so that it can be distinguished from others.
A single coordinate system encompassing the entire world is
implausible, because it would require path integration over

arbitrarily large distances, and because the space of coordinate
values representable in the path integrator would have to be very
large. In the case of a vector representation as in (Touretzky et al.,
1993), the number of discriminable vector magnitudes, encoded
as firing rates across a population, becomes too great. For
representations based on a moving hill of activation on a 2D sheet
of cells as in (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1995), too many
cells are required. Thus, rodents must be using different reference
frames, represented over the same set of units, to encode different
environments.
Because place cells make use of path integrator information,
they must be sensitive to the choice of reference frame. A change
in reference frame could therefore be experimentally observed as a
change in the active subset of place cells (Wan et al., 1994b;
Touretzky and Redish, 1996).
When rats were trained to search for food on a large elevated
platform either randomly or at the corners of a diamond, different
subsets of place cells were active for each task, and some cells that
were active for both tasks had different place fields, as if the
animals were encoding the tasks as two different environments
(Markus et al., 1995). When the animal switched between these
two tasks, the change between representations was rapid, suggesting a shift in a property encompassing the entire system, such as
reference frame. Markus et al. found some cells with similar fields
in both environments, suggesting that there are two levels of
representation here: the physical environment and the task within
the environment. This does not imply, however, that there are two
simultaneously active reference frames. Since the two tasks are
occurring in the same environment, some cells may be tuned to
the same cues in both tasks.
In more complex tasks than simply finding food scattered on
the floor of the arena, place cells do not always fire when the
animal is in the place field. Eichenbaum et al. (1987) tested rats in
an odor-detection task and found that some place cells were
dependent on whether the rat had already sampled the odor, while
other cells were dependent on whether the rat was going to the
reward location. In a similar task, Otto and Eichenbaum (1992)
found that cells responded when two odors matched in a
delayed-match-to-sample task, but not when they didn’t. Hampson et al. (1993) tested rats in a multiple lever-pressing delayedmatch-to-sample task and found place cells dependent on whether
a lever had already been pressed or not. These results are
compatible with the hypothesis that each stage is encoded by a
different reference frame, presumably centered on the goal of that
stage of the task.
Bostock et al. (1991) recorded from place cells in an open
cylindrical arena, first with a white cue card, and then with a black
cue card. Sometimes the place fields were similar and sometimes
they were unrelated (as if the two situations were encoded as
different environments). However, once a place field changed
dramatically between the two cue cards then 1) all other place
fields recorded from the same animal changed dramatically when
the environment included the black cue card and 2) when the
white cue card was returned the place fields returned to their
original configuration. Similar effects have been reported by
Quirk et al. (1990) and Sharp et al. (1995). We suggest that at
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some point the animals began to encode the black cue card trials
with a new reference frame.
On linear tracks, or arms of a radial maze, some place cells are
dependent on the direction of travel as well as location (McNaughton et al., 1983a). These directional place cells can also be
understood as being tuned to stages of the task: traversing the
track leftward versus rightward (or inward versus outward on a
radial maze) can be thought of as distinct subtasks. A larger
proportion of place cells show tuning to direction in tasks with
restricted trajectories than in tasks with unrestricted trajectories
(Muller et al., 1994; Markus et al., 1995).
Directionality on a narrow track or with restricted trajectories
can be explained by assuming that the animal has two reference
frames, and only one of these is active on each trajectory. A place
cell tuned to one reference frame and not the other will only fire
when the rat runs in one direction along the track (Wan et al.,
1994b). A similar suggestion has been made by Markus et al.
(1995) and McNaughton et al. (1996).
How reference frames are encoded in the brain is unclear. Some
insight may be gained by examining place and head direction cell
activity in situations with conflicting reference frames. A few such
experiments have been done (head direction cells in a cue-conflict
situation: Goodridge and Taube, 1995; Taube and Burton, 1995;
Blair and Sharp, 1995b; place cells in a cue-conflict situation:
Sharp et al., 1995, and place cells in an environment with cues
that vary independently: O’Keefe and Conway, 1978; Miller and
Best, 1980; Shapiro et al., 1989; Gothard et al., 1995; Gothard et
al., 1996).

Relationship to Other Theories of Navigation
In the original formulation of the cognitive map hypothesis
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), one of the key differences between
locale and taxon navigation was that the former occurrs with
respect to a single cue, while the latter involves constellations of
cues. O’Keefe and Nadel pointed out that this meant the cognitive
map had to be internally consistent: If the animal learned a
cognitive map relative to a constellation of cues and then some of
those cues moved while others did not, the map should tend to
rigidly translate and/or rotate to follow some consistent subset of
the cues. The concept of reference frames is an extension of this
hypothesis, making the cognitive map hypothesis concrete enough
to be applied to specific instances (such as to explain taskdependent place cells, above).
McNaughton et al. (1996) have recently suggested that the
rodent hippocampus contains subpopulations of cells interconnected so that 1) cells are more likely to be connected within a
population than between populations and 2) cells within a
population that have nearby place fields are preferentially interconnected. They call each subpopulation a ‘‘chart’’ and suggest that
different environments would be encoded by different charts. A
single cell could belong to many charts; the chart it was
participating in at a given moment would depend on the cells that
were coactive with it.
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Both reference frames and charts can explain the observations
of Muller and Kubie (1987) and Thompson and Best (1989) that
different environments are encoded by different subsets of place
cells in CA3/CA1. But charts are an architecture specific to
CA3/CA1, whereas reference frames are a system-level property
arising from an interaction between the head direction and path
integration systems. It is possible that some aspects of reference
frames are implemented by charts, but system-level issues such as
deciding when to switch reference frames or when to create a new
one are not easily addressed at that level.
A number of authors (Muller et al., 1991a; McNaughton et al.,
1994a; Markus et al., 1995) have suggested that some of the
sensitivity of place cells to cues other than visible landmarks can
be attributed to changes in attention to ‘‘virtual’’ landmarks.
These are locations in space from which distance and bearing
information can be derived, just like for real landmarks. However,
since they’re not tied to perceivable objects, instead of being
tracked by the perceptual system virtual landmarks must be
tracked by path integration. Although a reference frame could be
said to employ a virtual landmark as its reference point, reference
frames also include a canonical orientation, so the two proposals
are not equivalent. Just as no one has suggested a limit on the
number of real landmarks the rodent perceptual system can
handle, the virtual landmark proposals have placed no limit on the
number of virtual landmarks that can be tracked at once.

How Many Reference Frames Can Be Active
Simultaneously?
Because the animal has only one path integrator and one head
direction code, it should only be able to represent a single
reference frame. The evidence we review below suggests that this is
the case: rodents only operate in one reference frame at a time.
Gothard et al. (1996) trained rats to find food relative to a pair
of landmarks which were moved with each trial. The two
landmarks were not moved relative to each other, i.e. they always
had the same spatial relationship to each other. In this experiment,
the animals began from a start box which was also moved
independently of the room and of the landmarks with each trial.
This defined three independent reference frames: a ‘‘room’’ frame,
a ‘‘goal’’ frame, and a ‘‘box’’ frame. Gothard et al. found different
subsets of place cells tuned to each reference frame and found that
only one reference frame was active at a time. Cells tuned to the
box frame were not active except when the animal was in,
entering, or leaving the box; cells tuned to the goal frame were
only active near the goal. At other times, cells tuned to the room
frame were active.
Gothard et al. (1995) tested rats on a linear track with a box
placed on the track. In addition to the normal place cells with
place fields related to position on the track (‘‘track’’ cells), they
found cells that fired when the animal was in the box (‘‘box’’ cells).
When the box was placed over a track cell’s field, the track cell was
silent, but the box cells were strongly active. This implies that only
one of the two reference frames was active at any time.
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Even with this limitation, an animal must still be able to relate
two reference frames in order to transition from one environment
to another. Whether this requires the ability to have the two
simultaneously active is an open question.

Is the Separation of Reference Frames Internal
or External to the Hippocampus?
The data suggesting that hippocampal place cells are sensitive
to reference frame imply that there must be some mechanism
enabling these cells to detect the reference frame. One possibility
is that a reference frame signal enters the hippocampus via a path
other than the perforant path from EC. The alternative is that
reference frame information is present in the EC signal, but is
masked by a stronger location signal that is independent of
reference frame.
The data of Quirk et al. (1992) that entorhinal place cells are
not sensitive to the differences between similar environments
suggest that EC place cells are not sensitive to reference frame.
However, Mizumori et al. (1992) report that EC cells are sensitive
to direction on linear trajectories (on an eight-arm radial maze)
which implies that they are sensitive to reference frame. The
second hypothesis could explain this discrepancy if the reference
frame signal in the EC cells in Quirk et al.’s study was
overwhelmed by the similarity in the local views in the two
environments. This explanation is also compatible with proposals
by Marr (1969), Rolls (1989) and O’Reilly and McClelland
(1994) that the dentate gyrus pulls apart patterns that are similar
in EC; hence a weak EC reference frame signal could produce
highly distinct place codes in CA3/CA1.
On the other hand, if the first hypothesis were true, the
reference frame signal would have to enter the hippocampus via a
different fiber tract than the perforant path. In addition to input
from EC, the hippocampus receives subcortical input via the
fimbria. Lesions to the fimbria that spare the fornix produce
behavioral deficits when changing goals (M’Harzi et al., 1987).
Miller and Best (1980) and Shapiro et al. (1989) report data on
place cell activity on a radial maze after rotation in animals with
and without fimbria/fornix lesions. Normal place cells always
showed the same place field with respect to room cues (i.e. their
place fields did not rotate with the maze), but after the lesion, half
of the place fields rotated and half did not (Miller and Best, 1980).
Rotation of the radial maze makes the intra-maze cues inconsistent with the room cues. Because the place cells in this study were
not recorded simultaneously, we cannot determine whether the
reference frame selection mechanisms were more likely to follow
the intra-maze frame over the extra-maze frame after the lesion or
whether the mechanisms that ensure that the place code works
within a single reference frame had actually broken down.
However, it is clear that fimbria/fornix lesions have a profound
effect on reference frame choice.
Although these experiments suggest that the reference frame
signal enters the hippocampus via the fimbria, it is also possible
that the fimbria input is necessary for the intra-hippocampal
separation of perforant path-defined reference frames. (See below,
Novel Environments, for a discussion of cholinergic input and its

effect on hippocampus.) It would be interesting to compare
recordings from cells in the septal nuclei (the main source of the
fimbria) with the rat in different environments or performing
different tasks. We are not aware of any such recordings in rodents.

FROM PLACE CODES TO ACTION
If place cells are used in spatial navigation, rodents must have a
means of combining place information with information about
current goals to generate motor actions. This is the task addressed
by the final subsystem in Figure 2: the goal subsystem.
The nucleus accumbens is one of the major targets of the fornix
(Witter et al., 1990), which carries place information from
subiculum and CA1. We suggest that the nucleus accumbens
maintains an association between locations, goals, and actions. By
combining spatial information about the animal’s current location
from the hippocampus and subiculum with emotional information about the animal’s current desires and drives from the
hypothalamus and amygdala, the accumbens can generate motor
actions that would lead to satisfying the goal. A similar suggestion
has been made by Brown and Sharp (1995).
The amygdala and hypothalamus have been implicated in
emotion and goal information by a number of studies. (See
Aggleton, 1993; Davis et al., 1994, for reviews.) The nucleus
accumbens receives afferent fibers from amygdala (Aggleton,
1993; Davis et al., 1994), from the ventral tegmental area (Wolske
et al., 1993), and from the hypothalamus (Domesick, 1981).
Additional studies have implicated the nucleus accumbens as a
locomotor area (Jones and Mogenson, 1980; Mogenson, 1984;
Mogenson and Nielsen, 1984).
Lavoie and Mizumori (1994) recorded single neurons from
nucleus accumbens as rats performed a radial maze task. They
found cells with firing rates correlated with task-specific variables
such as place, reward, and movement. Kiyatkin and Gratton
(1994) have shown that dopamine levels in nucleus accumbens are
related to motivation and reward. In a lever-pressing task,
Kiyatkin and Gratton found that dopamine levels in accumbens
increased before the first lever press, fell at the lever press, and then
rose again until the next lever-press. The amount by which the
dopamine level fell was correlated with the amount of food that
appeared at the lever press. Wickens and Kotter (1995) review
data showing that the injection of dopamine into the accumbens
can produce conditioning similar to natural rewards, as can direct
stimulation of dopaminergic neurons. Dopamine antagonists
attenuate the effects of this stimulation. Wickens and Kotter also
review data showing that dopamine neurons are activated by
natural rewards. Although we hesitate to identify dopamine level
with motivation, this data clearly demonstrates that dopamine
levels in accumbens are related to motivation and reward.
Whishaw and Mittleman (1991) have shown that the nucleus
accumbens and the caudate and putamen are counter-balanced to
control locomotor and stereotyped behavior, and that the hippocampus mediates locomotor activity through the nucleus accum-
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bens. Hippocampal lesions produce an excess of locomotor
activity (Isaacson, 1974), but adding a lesion to nucleus accumbens abolishes this activity (Whishaw and Mittleman, 1991).
Hippocampal lesions combined with caudate and putamen
lesions produce extreme excesses of locomotor activity (Whishaw
and Mittleman, 1991).
Lesions of the nucleus accumbens produce difficulties in spatial
discriminations, and impair learning the Morris water maze
(Annett et al., 1989). Although rats in the Morris water maze did
spend more time in the correct quadrant than chance, their best
runs were still impaired compared to normals (Annett et al.,
1989). Sutherland and Rodriguez (1990) report that naive rats
with lesions to the nucleus accumbens were impaired by measures
of latency and quadrant preference compared to normals, but that
there were no significant effects with visible platforms or pretrained rats.
The fact that there was little effect of accumbens lesions on
pretrained rats implies that the accumbens cannot be the only
pathway by which the place code can drive locomotor activity. An
alternative pathway could be from CA1 and subiculum to deep
layers of EC and then back to the cortex. Data from Nilsson et al.
(1987), below, also suggests the existence of an alternate pathway:
rats with fimbria/fornix lesions and septal grafts showed an ability
to relearn place locations. Sutherland and Hoesing (1993) suggest
that the pathway is back through posterior cingulate cortex.
Whishaw et al. (1995) report that if fimbria/fornix-lesioned rats
are trained to swim to a visible platform in the Morris water maze,
then they show normal place learning of that visible target (i.e.,
when the visible target is removed, they swim to its former
location). On the other hand, they cannot learn to swim to a
hidden target. This result is compatible with our hypothesis that
the fornix carries location information from the place code (in
hippocampus and subiculum) to the nucleus accumbens, but that
there are other weaker pathways that may require additional
information to instantiate, such as would be provided by a visible
target.
This hypothesis also implies that subicular lesions should have
devastating effects on trajectory planning. Morris et al. (1990)
found that subicular lesions impair performance in the Morris
water maze as much as hippocampal lesions do, as do fornix
lesions (Eichenbaum et al., 1990; Sutherland and Rodriguez,
1990). However, the effect of subicular lesions on performance in
the Morris water maze is very different from that of hippocampal
lesions (Morris et al., 1990). Animals with hippocampal lesions
swim in stereotyped circles at the correct distance from the wall;
animals with subicular lesions search for the goal like naive rats.
Unlike hippocampal rats, who swim the same path over and over
again, subicular animals rarely repeat the same path segment. This
suggests that hippocampal rats are unable to determine their own
location, even though they may know facts about the goal location
(its distance from the wall, for example), but that subicular rats
have lost all knowledge of the goal location.
Although there is evidence that the accumbens is not the only
means by which the goal subsystem can plan trajectories, we have
reviewed substantial evidence that it plays a key role in planning
trajectories and actions given information in the place code.
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INTERACTIONS WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT
We now turn from the requirements for a locale navigation
system to the question of how such a system interacts with the
environment. We first examine what the system must do to
recognize a novel environment. Then we examine how the four
main subsystems (place code, local view, path integrator, head
direction code) are kept aligned with each other and with their
values on previous encounters with a familiar environment.

Novel Environments
How do rodents recognize a novel environment? One factor is
likely to be the geometric structure of the arena (Gallistel, 1990).
Place cells in CA3 and CA1 are sensitive to arena geometry
(Muller and Kubie, 1987), but place cells in EC and subiculum
are not (Quirk et al., 1992; Sharp, 1995). Rodents are also
sensitive to configurations of cues (Suzuki et al., 1980), as are CA3
and CA1 place cells (O’Keefe and Conway, 1978; O’Keefe and
Speakman, 1987; Pico et al., 1985). Although there are a number
of studies showing that perturbation of visual landmarks can
trigger exploration (Poucet et al., 1986; Thinus-Blanc et al., 1987;
Thinus-Blanc et al., 1991; Thinus-Blanc et al., 1992), and how
agonists or antagonists of specific neurotransmitters affect exploration (Buhot and Naili, 1995), no computational models of
environmental recognition have been proposed.
An animal that treated an environment as novel whenever a
single cue was missing or repositioned would never see a familiar
environment. On the other hand, if enough has changed that the
environment really is novel, the animal will be best served by
treating all of the cues it sees as novel as well. This issue can be
phrased in terms of completion and separation: Sensory information from each environment is assumed to be represented as a
distributed pattern of activity over a population of cells. Above
some threshold of overlap of the current representation with a
remembered representation, the animal will want to complete the
new representation based on the old, while below that threshold,
the animal will want to separate the two representations as much
as possible to prevent memory interference.
This is discussed by O’Reilly and McClelland (1994), who
suggest the dentate gyrus is well suited for separation and CA3 for
completion. Marr (1969) and Rolls (1989) made similar suggestions that DG separates inputs from EC into orthogonal representations, while the recurrent collaterals in CA3 form an associative
memory (Kohonen, 1977; Kohonen, 1980) to complete input
representations. It has been shown that DG is required for
learning spatial tasks, but not for their performance, and that
removal of DG does not change already learned place cells
(McNaughton et al., 1989).
In addition to glutamatergic input from EC, the hippocampus
receives cholinergic input from the septal nuclei (Cooper et al.,
1986; Hasselmo and Bower, 1993; Mizumori et al., 1992; Stewart
and Fox, 1990), serotonergic input from the raphe nucleus
(Cooper et al., 1986), and noradrenergic input from the locus
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coeruleus (Cooper et al., 1986). These neuromodulatory inputs
have been implicated in the recognition of novel environments
and detection of changes in familiar environments. Although we
review key details relating acetylcholine and serotonin to the
recognition of novelty and changes in environments, we do not
review the general cellular effects of these or other neuromodulators because these effects have already been extensively reviewed by
Hasselmo (1995).

Acetylcholine
When learning a new environment, the recurrent connections
within CA3 will still drive the new representation towards an
already stored one. This will cause interference between the two
representations (Hasselmo, 1993; Hasselmo and Bower, 1993).
Hasselmo and Schnell (1994) have shown that in CA1, acetylcholine (ACh) reduces the effect of the Schaffer collaterals by 90%,
but affects the perforant path much less. Since the Schaffer
collaterals are the same axons which form the CA3 excitatory
feedback pathway, this suggests that ACh may shut off these
recurrent connections. Returning to the conceptual framework
suggested above, Hasselmo and Schnell’s hypothesis is that ACh
turns off the pattern completion process. ACh enhances LTP in
DG, and although it suppresses transmission, it also enhances LTP
in the Schaffer collaterals (Hasselmo, 1995). The results from
Mizumori et al. (1992) that with septal inactivation, the average
specificity of sup-EC place cells decreases but that of deep-EC cells
does not change (reviewed above, see Anatomy of the Path
Integrator) support this dichotomy. With septal inactivation,
there would be low ACh in the hippocampus and the recurrent
connections in CA3 could still refine the low place specificity of
the sup-EC cells by the completion process described above.
Projections from CA1 to deep-EC would keep the specificity of
deep-EC cells from changing.
Inactivation of the hippocampal septal input impairs learning
spatial tasks (Mizumori et al., 1990). Atropine sulfate (a muscarinic ACh blocker) impairs learning of the Morris water maze
(Sutherland et al., 1982), however, Sutherland et al.’s rats were
only tested for a week. When the rats were tested for a month,
they did eventually learn a spatial strategy for the task (Whishaw,
1985). Whishaw also showed that atropine given to rats who had
learned the task had no significant effect; the animals showed no
differences in cued navigation, except that atropine rats reared
more than normals.
Nilsson et al. (1987) showed that performance deficits in the
Morris water maze produced by lesions of the fimbria and fornix
could be reversed by restoring ACh throughout hippocampus.
This was done by grafting fetal rat septal tissue into the septal
regions of the lesioned rat. They found that fimbria/fornix
transection disrupted spatial learning and memory in both naive
and pretrained rats, that grafting fetal septal tissue restored the
ability to use spatial cues, and that atropine disrupted the spatial
ability restored by the graft.
This implies that the ACh fibers from the septal regions are
only transmitting a scalar quantity, i.e. the identities of individual
fibers are not important. Otherwise, since the grafted neurons

would not have the same connections as those destroyed by the
lesion, the graft could not have restored the animals’ spatial ability.
An alternative hypothesis is that the animals relearned the task
with the new connections. However, the speed with which the rats
re-acquired the task suggests that the graft restores the old
memories. These two hypotheses could be tested by comparing
the ability of rats with grafts to learn new versus old platform
locations.
Shapiro et al. (1989) studied place cells in normal rats, in rats
with lesions to the fimbria/fornix (lacking ACh), and in rats with
fetal basal forebrain tissue grafted in (with ACh restored). Their
results are compatible with the suggestion that ACh reduces the
effect of pattern completion interference in CA3. They recorded
from place cells in a radial arm maze and then examined the effect
of rotating the maze. When the maze is rotated, a decision must be
made whether to follow the local or distal cues which are now in
conflict. (See above, Reference Frames.)
Shapiro et al. (1989) found that place cells in fimbria/fornixlesioned rats followed local cues, but were still partially influenced
by distal cues, as evidenced by the lower reliability of place fields in
lesioned rats during rotated trials. In rats with grafts, place fields
followed distal cues and were more reliable and more compact
than those of lesioned rats without grafts. We suggest that the
representations of place based on local and distal cues interfered
with each other, and that the grafts partially restored the rats’
ability to separate these reference frames.
With low acetylcholine, pattern completion in CA3 cannot be
turned off. Thus the place code will try to complete the
inconsistent cues (rotated intra-maze and unrotated room cues)
with the original reference frame (unrotated intra-maze and room
cues). Because LTP occurs even at low acetylcholine levels
(Hasselmo and Schnell, 1994), there will be learning and there
will be interference between the two reference frames. Restoring
acetylcholine via the grafts should allow the pattern completion in
CA3 to be shut off and thus decrease the interference.
Buhot and Naili (1995) found that rats showed normal
habituation to an environment (measured as a function of
locomotor activity) under scopolomine (a muscarinic cholinergic
antagonist), although scopolomine produced a general increase in
locomotor activity compared to normals. However, rats injected
with scopolomine could only recognize major changes to an
environment. Adding objects to an empty environment produced
exploration, but displacing one object or replacing one object with
a dissimilar one did not. This is compatible with the suggestion
that low levels of ACh produce interference between similar
environments (Hasselmo, 1993; Hasselmo and Schnell, 1994,
above).

Serotonin
Buhot and Naili (1995) report data suggesting that serotonergic
agonists signal familiar environments and changes to those
environments. In particular, CP-93,129 (a 5-HT 1B agonist)
produced a drastic decrease in locomotor activity early in the
experiment. The animals injected with CP-93,129 did not
habituate to the empty arena because they treated the environ-
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ment as familiar from the time they entered it. This implies that
CP-93,129 impairs the recognition of a novel environment.
Both rats injected with 8-OH-DPAT (a 5-HT 1A agonist) and
rats injected with CP-93,129 were able to recognize changes to
objects and spent more time with novel or repositioned objects.
However, they spent less time than normal animals exploring the
changed objects. Again, they did not habituate to this change.
Their reaction to the new environments implies that they could
recognize novelty, but that it was more difficult for them than for
normals.
In direct support of this hypothesis, Crino et al. (1993) reviews
data showing that cells in the raphe nucleus (supplying serotonin)
increase their firing in the presence of novel stimuli.

Summary
Acetylcholine seems to be necessary to separate similar environments (and perhaps reference frames). This predicts that intrahippocampal injections of atropine or other cholinergic antagonists
should strongly affect place cells dependent on task or stage of
task. For example, cholinergic antagonists should affect place cells
in animals trained to do multiple tasks within a single environment as in (Markus et al., 1995) more than animals that have
learned only a single task.
The roles of serotonin and norepinephrine (the latter supplied
by the locus coeruleus) are less clear. Although complex, the most
telling experiments for these questions are those combining
serotonergic or noradrenergic lesions, either by injection of
antagonists or lesions of the necessary subcortical areas, with place
cell recordings.

Familiar Environments
If the pieces of the locale navigation system are to work together
successfully, they must operate within the same reference frame.9
Therefore, once an animal has decided that an environment is
familiar, it must align its place, head direction, and path integrator
systems, preferably with its memory of past experience in the
environment as well as with each other. Neurophysiological
evidence supports this: both place cells and head direction cells are
sensitive to visual cues, and when recorded simultaneously, they
always rotate in synchrony (McNaughton et al., 1994a; Knierim
et al., 1995).
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coherency in the place code by parallel relaxation.10 This mechanism is discussed in more detail in (Touretzky and Redish, 1996;
Redish and Touretzky, 1996).11
Upon initial entry into an environment, the place code is
instantiated from the local view. But local views can be ambiguous: in a Hampton Court-type maze, for example, some corridors
may be visually indistinguisuable from others. And in rotated
eight-arm maze experiments, local and distal cues will conflict as a
result of the rotation. Hence, place cells activated by visual input
alone can in principle have non-overlapping place fields, making
the code incoherent until some corrective process kicks in.
We suggest that a competitive inhibitory process in hippocampus makes the code coherent. This requires 1) that place cells with
overlapping fields support each other through an excitatory pathway,
and 2) that the active place cell population generates inhibitory
feedback with little spatial selectivity (essentially a global inhibitory process) to suppress outliers: cells whose place field locations
are at odds with the overall consensus about the animal’s location.
There is evidence that both of these requirements are met in CA3.
LTP has been well demonstrated in the Schaffer collaterals and
CA3 recurrent connections (see Landfield and Deadwyler, 1988).
Simulations suggest that given Hebbian learning in the synapses
made by the recurrent axons in CA3, the coupling strength
between place cells will be proportional to the distance between
their place fields (Muller et al., 1991b; Muller et al., 1995).
Supporting this, the timing of action potentials in place cells with
overlapping fields are correlated with each other (Wilson and
McNaughton, 1994).
A competitive activation mechanism requires inhibitory feedback. A variety of inhibitory interneurons are known to exist in all
stages of hippocampus (Schwartzkroin et al., 1990). Theta cells,
for example, are inhibitory interneurons (Ranck, 1973; Fox and
Ranck, 1981; Lacaille et al., 1989; Leonard and McNaughton,
1990). Although they do appear to have some spatial tuning, they
have much larger place fields which are much less repeatable
between sessions than place fields of pyramidal cells (Kubie et al.,
1990; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). This should be sufficient
to provide the non-spatial inhibitory feedback.

Alignment
Once the place code has been made coherent (so it encodes a
single location in the environment) the path integrator and head

Enforcing coherency in the place code
The first step in ensuring that the system works as an integrated
whole is to ensure that the place code is representing a single
location within the environment. We say that the place code is
coherent if all active place cells have overlapping fields in that
environment (Touretzky and Redish, 1996; Redish and Touretzky,
1996). We briefly describe a possible mechanism to enforce

9As pointed out above, this is analogous to the original requirement of the cognitive map hypothesis (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978)
that the cognitive map be internally consistent.

10Anderson

and Hinton (1981) explain parallel relaxation as ‘‘a
constraint-satisfaction paradigm in which some input data must be
given an interpretation that simultaneously satisfies a large set of
local constraints. This interpretation corresponds to a pattern of
activity over the units, and it is found by an iterative computation
in which each unit affects many other units until the whole system
settles down into a stable state.’’
11In (Touretzky and Redish, 1996), the parallel relaxation occurs
by an interaction between the place code and the path integrator.
The enforce coherency function in Figure 2 has been placed in the
path integrator subsystem to reflect this. In our more recent
formulation we show that coherency can be enforced through
parallel relaxation within the place code itself.
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direction subsystems can be aligned with the place and local view
representations. This is the function subserved by the reset and
consistency mechanisms in Figure 2. The structure that mediates
this alignment must combine location information from the place
code (to reset the path integrator) with local view information (so
that egocentric direction to local landmarks can be combined with
location to reset head direction) and must send projections to each
of the other subsystems. The subiculum appears to be a good
candidate for this task.
The subiculum receives input from the layer III component of
the perforant path (Amaral, 1993; Jones, 1993; Witter, 1993),
and from the place code in CA1, and projects via the fornix to a
variety of structures including the nucleus accumbens, the
mammillary bodies, and the posterior cingulate cortex (Witter et
al., 1990). The subiculum also projects via the angular bundle to
deep layers of the entorhinal cortex, as well as the pre-, post-, and
parasubiculum (Witter et al., 1990). A single subicular neuron can
send axonal projections dorsally to cingulate cortex, caudally to
entorhinal cortex, and rostrally to the subcortical areas (Finch,
1993).
Sharp and Green (1994) report that subicular cells show a
robust location signal, and found that many of the cells were
tuned to head direction as well as place. Although direction
accounted for only 13% of the variance, hippocampal place cells
rarely show directional tuning in a similar arena (Muller et al.,
1994). Another difference between subicular and hippocampal
place cells is that subicular place cells show similar responses across
different environments (Sharp, 1995; Muller and Kubie, 1987).
Sharp suggests that this implies the subiculum is the locus of the
path integrator (see Anatomy of the Path Integrator, above), but
this result is also compatible with the alignment function we
suggest.
This hypothesis makes the prediction that lesions to the
subiculum should disrupt the tight coupling of place and head
direction cells reported by McNaughton et al. (1994a) and
Knierim et al. (1995) because the subiculum mediates the
alignment of the head direction and place codes.

DISCUSSION
We have taken the abstract conceptual framework presented in
(Touretzky and Redish, 1996) (Fig. 1) and made it concrete on an
anatomical level (Fig. 3). We summarize this mapping below.
The place code in the hippocampus depends on a local view
subsystem which we have identified with high-level sensory areas
in association cortex and the deep layers of entorhinal cortex. The
place code is also hypothesized to be dependent on a path
integration system, which we suggest is realized by a loop
composed of hippocampus, subiculum, parasubiculum, and the
superficial layers of EC. This system is in turn dependent on
various head direction areas. We suggest that visual cues provided
by distal landmarks influence the head direction system via LDN,
and that self-motion cues used to update head direction enter the

system via parietal and posterior cingulate cortex, which connect
to LDN, PoS, and ATN. We completed the analysis of interactions between path integration and place code with a discussion of
reference frames, which might be subtly represented in EC, but
which should exert a greater effect in hippocampus proper under
the influence of acetylcholine. Finally, we considered the need for
a goal subsystem to formulate trajectories the animal could follow,
and suggested it might reside in the nucleus accumbens.
We then explored how this complete locale navigation system
should interact with novel and familiar environments. We postulated a mechanism for ensuring that its components remain
consistently aligned with each other and with past experience, and
assigned this function to subiculum.
One structure we have not included in our theory is the
mammillary bodies, which receive a major projection from the
fornix (Witter et al., 1990) and in turn project to the anterior
thalamic nuclei via the mammillothalamic tract (Bentivoglio et
al., 1993). Although there have been a number of lesion studies
implicating the mammillary bodies in memory (Jaffard et al.,
1991; Sziklas and Petrides, 1993), particularly spatial memory
(Sutherland and Rodriguez, 1990), we know of no neurophysiological studies of mammillary body neurons in behaving animals.
Such studies are clearly needed before the role of the mammillary
bodies in navigation can be addressed.

Predictions of Our Framework
Our framework for a locale navigation system makes a variety
of predictions, which we summarize and repeat here. We hope
that the experimental community will find some of our suggested
experiments sufficiently interesting and feasible to try them.
Head direction system. Our framework predicts that lesions to
the lateral dorsal nucleus of the thalamus should impair
postsubicular and anterior thalamic sensitivity to distal
landmarks and that lesions to parietal and posterior cingulate
cortex should impair ATN and PoS sensitivity to self-motion
cues.
Path integrator system. Our suggestion that the parasubiculum and superior entorhinal cortex are part of the path
integrator implies 1) that place cells in the parasubiculum
should show similar place fields across different environments, as place cells in EC and subiculum do, 2) that place
cells in the superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex,
parasubiculum, and subiculum should all continue to show
place fields in the dark just as CA3 and CA1 place cells do,
and 3) that lesions to sup-EC, parasubiculum, or subiculum
should disrupt place cell firing in the dark.
Alignment. The suggestion that subiculum mediates the
alignment of representations on re-entry into a familiar
environment predicts that subicular lesions should decouple
the place and head direction systems.
Acetylcholine. The suggestion that acetylcholine affects the
separation of reference frames predicts that intrahippocampal injections of atropine or other cholinergic antagonists
should strongly affect place cells dependent on task or stage
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of task, more so than place cells in animals trained on a single
task in a single environment.
The conceptual framework presented here also suggests some
experiments that will produce interesting results even though we
cannot predict the outcome. We realize that some of these are
beyond the scope of current technologies, but we are sure that
with the resourcefulness of the experimental community, they will
become feasible in the near future.
Is the separation of reference frames internal or external to the
hippocampus? We presented two alternative hypotheses for
how reference frame information reaches the hippocampus:
1) that there is an extrahippocampal signal that enters the
hippocampus via a path that does not involve EC, or 2) that
the reference frame signal is present in EC but is masked by a
stronger signal indicating location. If the first hypothesis is
correct, the fimbria should carry reference frame information. This should be directly observable by recording from
the source of the fimbria: the septal nuclei. If the second
hypothesis is correct, then across two similar environments
there should be a small but significant difference in EC place
cell activity.
What is the role of septal neurons in selecting reference frames?
Recording from the septal nuclei in animals as they perform
different tasks in a single environment or a single task in two
different environments could elucidate the role of septal
neurons in differentiating tasks and environments.
What is the role of the mammillary bodies in spatial navigation?
The mammillary bodies receive extensive innervation from
the subiculum via the fornix and send extensive efferents to
the anterior thalamic nuclei via the mammillothalamic tract.
Lesion studies have implicated the mammillary bodies in
memory, particularly spatial memory. Recording from mammillary body neurons as animals perform spatial memory
tasks should produce interesting results.
What is the role of neuromodulators on place cell function?
Recording from place cells in free-running animals under the
influence of one or more neuromodulatory agonists or
antagonists (such as the cholinergic antagonists scopolomine
and atropine, or the serotonergic agonists CP-93,129 and
8-OH-DPAT) would help clarify the role these neuromodulators play in navigation.
Do grafts restore old memories or enable new ones to form? If the
graft studies could be performed on animals with lesioned
fimbria but intact fornix, comparing the abilities of animals
to learn new platform locations and remember old ones, it
could be determined whether the graft restores old memories
or re-enables the learning of new ones.

Memory and Navigation
We now return to the role of the hippocampus in the
consolidation of declarative memory. There is extensive evidence
that the hippocampal formation is a crucial part of the mechanism
for storing declarative memories (facts, episodes, memories of
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occurrences in space and time). Lesions to the hippocampal
formation cause both anterograde and retrograde amnesia in
humans and non-human primates. (See Squire and Zola-Morgan,
1988, for a review). However, the hypothesis that the hippocampus is part of the declarative memory system does not contradict
the hypothesis that it is part of the locale navigation system.
Extensive work has demonstrated that hippocampal lesions are
devastating to the ability to learn and perform tasks such as the
Morris water maze (Morris et al., 1990), as are lesions to
subiculum (Morris et al., 1990), entorhinal cortex (Nagahara et
al., 1995; Schenk and Morris, 1985), postsubiculum (Taube et al.,
1992), and fornix (Eichenbaum et al., 1990; Sutherland and
Rodriguez, 1990; Packard and McGaugh, 1992).
It is also possible that the hippocampus is necessary for
declarative memory and the location of the animal is only one
aspect of that more extensive system. Supporting this hypothesis
are data showing that the firing rates of hippocampal pyramidal
cells (‘‘place’’ cells) are correlated with information other than
location of the animal: speed, direction, turning angle (McNaughton et al., 1983a; Markus et al., 1994; Wiener et al., 1989),
texture underfoot (Young et al., 1994), odor (Eichenbaum et al.,
1987), task (Markus et al., 1995), and stage of task (Eichenbaum
et al., 1987; Hampson et al., 1993; Otto and Eichenbaum, 1992).
But the extensiveness of these correlations has not been tested.
Recently, Skaggs et al. (1993) proposed a measure of the
information communicated about location by a spike of a place
cell. It is straightforward to extend this measure to non-location
cues (Skaggs et al., 1993). One way to test the hypothesis that
location is only one aspect of a more extensive memory system is
to show that this other information is as well represented as
location in the place cell firing rate.
Even if the locale navigation system is a subset of the declarative
memory functions subserved by the hippocampus, by understanding the role the hippocampus plays in navigation, we can gain
insight into its declarative memory functions. In this paper, we
have proposed the concept of reference frames as a means of
understanding place cell correlations with non-spatial factors such
as environment, task, and stage of task. We have also suggested
means by which the head direction system can interact with the
place code. A place cell tuned to location, heading, reference
frame, task, and stage of task would carry all the information
necessary to encode an episode. Reference frames may be a way of
unifying the navigation and episodic memory theories of hippocampal function.
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